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Forget global warming- The Thames might
be freezing over instead

Submitted by Don on Thu, 02/02/2012 - 12:24

A painting, dated 1684, by Abraham Hondius depicts one of many frost fairs on the River
Thames during the mini ice age
Via: dailymail.co.uk [1]

The supposed ‘consensus’ on man-made global warming is facing an
inconvenient challenge after the release of new temperature data
showing the planet has not warmed for the past 15 years.
The figures suggest that we could even be heading for a mini ice
age to rival the 70-year temperature drop that saw frost fairs held
on the Thames in the 17th Century.
Based on readings from more than 30,000 measuring stations, the data
was issued last week without fanfare by the Met Office and the
University of East Anglia Climatic Research Unit. It confirms that
the rising trend in world temperatures ended in 1997.
Meanwhile, leading climate scientists yesterday told The Mail on
Sunday that, after emitting unusually high levels of energy throughout
the 20th Century,the sun is now heading towards a ‘grand
minimum’ in its output, threatening cold summers, bitter winters
and a shortening of the season available for growing food.

Solar output goes through 11-year cycles, with high numbers of
sunspots seen at their peak.
We are now at what should be the peak of what scientists call ‘Cycle
24’ – which is why last week’s solar storm resulted in sightings of the
aurora borealis further south than usual. But sunspot numbers are
running at less than half those seen during cycle peaks in the 20th
Century.
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2093264/Forget-global-warming-Cycle-25-need-worry-NASA-scientists-right-Thames-freezing-again.html#ixzz1lF527lRj [2]

Ice Age Columbus:

[3]

Who Were the First Americans?
Archaeological evidence strongly suggests that Northern Europeans were the first inhabitants of
North America, long before the Indians arrived.
Ice Age Columbus ~ Who Were the First Americans? [4]

About RetroCulture
RetroCulture.net aims to gather everything and anything relating to a culture that looks to the
past for inspiration in order to shape a better future.
Seeing that our present world needs a cultural shift back to a Scripture-based approach to every
area of life, and noticing how our forefathers were still much closer to a life simple by design, yet

rich in content, we realized that Retro-Culture might be just the label under which we can
summarize all the efforts necessary to give the world a different example of what life that follows
the Eternal Manual could look like, again. As it was, so it is.
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